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Uncertainties

*

Yasunori

    1 Introduction

      The studies on impacts of chang'es in in-

  come, interest rates and prices upon consumer's

  optimal decision making have been one of prin-

  cipal issues since the origin of paodern econom-

  ics. They had been long developed through
  extending the model of consumer's decision
  making from one commodity model to multi-
  commodity model andlor one period model to
  multi-period model. They, however, had been
  regarded as unrealistic because they had neglect-

  ed uncertainties with respect to income, inter-

  est rates and prices in future periods which
  play important roles in consumer's optimal de-

  cision making.
      Recently the studies have come to a new
  stage of development through introducing un-
  certainties of income, interest rates, and infla-

  tion rates into the model of consumer's optimal

  consumption-saving decisions. The new theory
  of consumer's choices under uncertainties has

  modified some of main propositions proved by
' the traditional theory of consumer's choices

  and presented many new propositions the tradi-
  tional theory of consumer's choices could not
  discuss. One of the most distinguished features

  of the new theory is that it can analyze effects

  of changes in uncertainties of income, interest

  rates and prices on consumer's optimal consump-

  tion-saving decisions, which was quitely impos-

  sible in the traditional theory.

      Most 'of recent Iiteratures analyzing optimal

  consumption-saving decisions under uncertainties

  have ･mainly concentrated on investigations of
  the effects of mean preserving changes in un-
  certainties with respect to income, interest rate

  and/or price on optimal consumption-saving
  decisionsi). They have shown, among other-

  * The author would like to thank Hayne E,
Leland, Shozaburo Fujino, Yoram Landskroner,
Minoru Ogawa, and an anonymous referee for their

helpful suggestions and usefu] comments.

  1) For the analysis of the effects of mean pre-

 Ishii

things, that, while a mean preserving change in

uncertainty of income gives a positive effect on

optimal saving of a risk averse consumer, both

mean preserving changes in uncertainties of in-

terest rate and price have ambiguous effects
on optimal saving of a risk averse consumerL
It is necessary to introduce some more strict
assumptions in order to determine signs of the

effects of interest rate and price uncertainties

on optimal consumption-saving decisions2).

    Although the concept of a mean preserving
change in uncertainty of a random variable is
easily understandable and manageable from the
analytical point of view, it has at Ieast a criti-

cal defect from the methodological point of
view in some economic models where relative
economic variables are taken into accQunt. For

some relative economic variables can naturally

be described in several ways, For example, in
the international trade setting with one export

good, one import good, and uncertain terms of
trade, increases in the uncertainty of trade keep-

ing the expected import price constant(with
export price as numeraire)do not keep the ex-
pected export price constant(with import price

as numeraire). Thus, results of analyses with
respect to the effects of a mean preserving
change in uncertainty of import(or export)

serving changes in uncertainty of income and/or

interest rate on the consumption-saving decisions,

see Anastasopoulos and Kounias[1], Dreze and
Modigliani [8], Hahn [10], Hakansson [11], Levhari

and Srinivasan [14], Menezes and Auten [16] and

Sandmo [20], for example. For the investigation
of effect of a mean preserving change in uncertain-

ty of price on saving, see also Anatasopoulos
and Kounias [1], and Ishii [13]. And recently

Hanson and Menezes [12] and Selden[21] have
analyzed the effect of capital risk, using some

special properties of preferences.

  2) Hahn[10] and others have shown that, if
the consumer's relative risk aversion function is less

than unity and is nondecreasing, a mean preserv-
ing increase in interest rate uncertainty decreases

his optimal saving.
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 252 meMprice become quite different, depending on which

price is chosen as numeraire. The same reason-

ing will also be applied to the analyses of opti-

mal consumption-saving decisions of a consumer

facing uncertainties of prices over multiple peri-

ods. Therefore, in this paper we adopt another

concept of a change in uncertainty of random
variable in order to evade this dithculty.

    Diamond and Stiglitz [6] have proposed,
as another concept of a change in uncertainty
of a random variable which removes the defect
mentioned above: the concept of a mean utility

preserving change in uncertainty of a random
variable. Since'this concept of a change in
uncertainty of a random variable means a
change in uncertainty keeping the mean of
utility constant rather than the mean of a
random variable itself, it is much harder to
understand this conceptually, This concept,
how,ever, has an additional advantage from the

viewpoint of a practical economic policy. When

the government adopts any anti-uncertainty
policy which keeps the expected utility of
a consumer independent of mean preserving
changes in uncertainties of income, interest rate

andlor price, then the consumer will face mean

utility preserving changes in uncertainties of
these random variables3). Thus, with increasing

chances of the government adopting the anti-
uncertainty policies, the mean utility preserving

change in uncertainty of a random variable will

increase its actual validity.

    From the arguments presented above, it
seems to us that it would be somewhat mean-
ingful to investigate the effects of mean utility

preserving changes in uncertainties of income,
interest rate and inflation rate on optimal con-

sumption-saving decisions of a consumer at this

stage of development of the new economic
theory. The purpose of this paper is to engage
in these studies.

  3) For the definition and its implications of a

mean utility preserving change in uncertainty of

a random variable, see Diamond and Stiglitz[6].

Ishii[13] has explored one of economic policies

which keep the'consumer's expected utility un-

changed irom a mean preserving change in uncer-
tainty of the rate of infiation of consumer price.

Moreover, the yield-compensated change in uncer-

tainty of security considered by Diamond and Yaari

[7] is also .an example of a mean utility preserv-

                              'ing change in uncertainty. '
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  II Some Assumptions and Basic Model

   .Leaving the analysis of interdependence
between the length of consumer's planning hori-

zon(or its uncertainty)and his risk aversion
functions to other chances, this paper builds a

model for investigating the consumer's optimal

consumption-saving decisions Pased on the as-
sumption that the consumer in our model knows
his planning periods as n in certainty4).

    Suppose that, at the beginning of t-period

within his planning horizon(tSn), the consumer

taces a problem to devide his initial wealth
between consumption and asset holdings. Then
his budget constraint in t-period is written ' as

  (1) VVL == l]tet+gtat
or

  (1)' J-IPt=ct+gtat/L
where PVi stands for the consumer's initial wealth

in t-period, ct consumption in t-period, at quan-

tity of asset held in t-period, and Pt and qt
prices of consumer good and asset in t-period,
respectively5).

    While the cons,umer good purchased in t-

period is consumed within t-period, the asset

is carried over to t+1 period and forms the
initial wealth Mt.i in t+1 period, together with

noninterest income Yi.i in t+1 period;

  (2) VV}+t=qt+iat+ YL+t
Taking account of (1) and (2), the real value
of initial wealth Vva.i in t+1 period is given by

  (3) wt.1=PVi.1!Pt.1
           = {( vL-act) qt+Uqt+ k+i} la+i

   4) Hakansson [11], Yaari [25] and some others

 have examined the consumption-saving decisions,
 taking into consideration the consumer's planning

 horizon as one of uncertain exogeneous variables.

 It, however, is not always necessary for this paper

 to regard the consumer's planning horizon as one

 of uncertain exogeneous variables, because the aim

 of this paper is limited to explore the effects of

 changes in uncertainty of income, interest rate

 and rate of inflation on the consumer's optimal
 decision makings, and the results of our argument

 do not lose the generality by excluding the un-

 certainty of planning periods. For the study of
 the reiationship ･between the consumer's planning

 horizon and the optimal consumption-saving policy,

 see Chakravarty [4], Phelps [18] and others.

   5) Our model assumes implicitly that the con-

 sumer regards a consumer good(or the bundle of
            ' their goods) and an asset (or the bundle of assets)

 as quite differgnt ones. '

  '
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Here, normalizing all nominal variables in terms

of A and expressing rates of inflation of 1]}

and qt int period as nt and Tt and growth
rate of Y} in tl period as gt respectively, (3)

is expressed as
  (3) ' wt+i= { (wt-et) (1+rt) + V} (1+gt)} 11+Tt

In what follows, the rate of inflation of asset

price is ca}led as the rate of interest or interest

rate6).

    It is assumed that, though zt, rt and gt
are all unkriown to the consumer at the begin-

ning of t period, the conditional densj'ty function

of these random variables given those values
before t period, I7L-i, Rt-i and Gt-i,i･ e･

  (4) ipt(gt, rt, ztlGt-b Rt-b 17}-i)

is known to him certainly.

    The consumer's preference function of n-
period consumptions is given by

                   n  (5) V= 2Pi-iu (ei)
                  t==1
where P is the discount factor with O<P<1.
The instantaneous utility function u(ei) in i

period is assumed to satisfy the theorem of
expected utility function proposed by von
Neumqn and Morgenstern [23] and to be a
thrice differentiable one with usual properties

of
             '  (6) z`'(ci)>O, u"(ci)<O
In arguments under uncertainty, u"(ei) <O im-

plies that the consumer is risk averse.

    Since rates of interest and inflation and
growth rate of income in future periods are all

random variables, all consumptions in future
periods are also random variables. Therefore,
the consumer in our model is supposed to make

optimal consumption-saving decisions so as to

maximize his expected utility function, i. e.

                   n  (7) EV :Z Pi-i E[u (ci)]
                  i=1 z
subject to the stochastic budget constraints(3)',

where E[ ] is an expectation operator of con-
       i
ditional random variables zi, ri and qi given
their values until i-1 periods.

    Although there are several ways to solve
the optimization problem of the consumer in
our model, we use a procedure of dynamic pro-
gramming in this paper. So, define .rk(w) as
the present value of expected utilities which is

obtained by starting the present period with

   6) If there exists any dividend on asset holding,

 the rate of interest would be defined so as to include

 it'
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 initial wealth w and adopting optimal consump-

 tion-saving policy for k periods. Then, the
 problem in this section is formulated as

   (8) JF;,(wt) = Max. [u(ct)+PE[th-i(wt+i)]]
               Osctswt
 with

              .flt (wt) = Max. u(ct) 7).

                     OKCtSws ･
 Ifn==2, the problem becomes an usual two-
 period optimization problem which determines

                -- et so as to maxlmlze '
 u (et) +E[u ({(wt-et) (1+Tt) + VL (1+gt)} /1+rct)]

 (8) is essentia!ly similar to the formulation in

 Phelps [18] except that(8) additionally includes

 the rate of inflation of consumer price, and

 it is also similar to one in Anastasopoulos
 and Kauniaus[1] except that(8) does not take

 account of any loans.
     In following sections we drop the subscript

 t which expresses the period of variables treat-

 ed in nonconfusing cases, because t period is

 regarded as the present period in this paper.
 Thus it should be noted that the optimal value

 of consumption which is gbtained by solving
 (8) is the optimal consumption in the present
 period that is chosen by the consumer having
 initial wealth w, and planning periods n8).

                         '   III Intertemporal Risk Aversion Functions

     Arrow [2] and Pratt [19] have defined,
 as measures of risk aversion of an economic
 unit whose utility function is expressed as u(Z),

 the absolute and relative risk aversion functions

 as
 . RA = - u" (Z) /u' (Z) and RR = -Zu" (Z) /u' (Z) ,

 respectively. In this paper these risk aversion,

 functions are called the stationary risk aversion

 functions because of the stationary features of
 the utility function and its variable. Addition-

 ally Sandmo [20], assuming the expected

    7) The theory of dynamic programming teaches
  that, if the instantaneous utility function u(ei) has

  properties shown by (6) and is thrice differentiable,

  the indirect expected utility function th(w) is

  also thrice differentiable and has ieatures of
  th'(w) >O and lh"(tv)<O, which also hold in the

  case of corner solutions. For the proof of this
  kind of theorem, see the chapter V of Bellman [3]

  and the chapter 5 of White [24], for example.
    8) It is shown that the solution of (8) exists

  uniquely, The proof, however, is omitted because

  it is essentially similar to those in the existing

  literatures.
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utility function which is maximized by a con-

sumer in a two-period model under uncertainty
as E[u(ei, c2)], has proposed the intertemporal
absolute and relative fisk aversion functions 'as

       RA2= -u" (ei, e2) !u' (ci, e2) and

       RR2 == -c2u" (cl, c2) lut (cl, c2)

respectively; where u' (ct, e2) = Ou (ci, c2) lac2 and

u" (ei,c2)=a2u(ci,e2)/Oe22. We also define the

risk aversion functions of the consumer with n

planning Periods, following the definitions Qf

those by Arrow[2], Pratt[19] and Sandmo[2o]9).

    In our model the objective function to be

maximized by the consumer is given by
         u(ct)+PE[.f},-i(Wt.i(Ct))],

Therefore it is quite clear from this formula-

tion that a random variable is wt.i and that the

function including the randoin variable is .f;,".i

(). Thus, in much the same reasonings as
those by Arrow, Pratt and Sandom have been
defined, the intertemporal absolute and relative

risk aversion functions of the consumer with
n planning periods are defined as
  (g) RAn == -.f;,-1" (wt+t) !.f;,-i' (wt+D ,

       RR" = -Wt+1.f;i-1" (tVt+1) !f;i-1' (Wt+1)

respectively. (9) shows that the nperiod inter-

temporal risk aversion functions depend not
only on the consumer's initial wealth in future

period but also on his planning horizoniO).

    Generally there are some relations between
the intertemporal ,risk aversion functions defined

by (9) and the stationary ones defined by
Arrow and Pratt. They are shown by the next

proposition: 'Proposition I Suppose that the consumer is a
    representative one in the sense that he
    always chooses interior optimal consump-
    tions. Then
   ' -`,f,le'i(.W,'--Uil[::]･Mbteand

   9) Sandmo [20] has not used superscripts 2 in

 defining his risk aversion functions. In this paper

 it is introduced by the author for expressing the,

 number of planning periods, Therefore, the risk
 aversion functions of consumer with n planning

 periods are generally expressed as RAn and RRn,

 respectively. For other types of risk aversion

 functions, see Menezes and Hanson [12] and
 Zeckhausen and Keeler [26], for 6xample.

  10) Tlie investigation whether the intertemporal

 risk aversion functions are increasing or decreas-

 ing with respect to the consumer's p]annjng pe-
 riods iS also one of interesting and important eco-

 nomic problems.

'

: 'IFr!.'1'T"1.:･-pvr' y. -' tt.ag. //.rt ww 'pmxp"i/wA?yr,rv ･iT',',.
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            fllr"(W) 2L"(ek) k
         rW fle, (w) =-Ck zL, (ck) 'nyC ' '
    hold for any k22, where Mbic and vcic are

    respectively marginal propensity, to consume

    and elasticity of consumption in the present

    period with respect to initial wealth of the

    consumer with k planning periods.
(proof) In the case n=k, the interior optimal
consumption ck is obtained by solving

  (lo) ., (ck) -PE[k-i' (wk+i)
            (1+ric)1(1+nk)]==O
where tvk.i= {(wk-eic)(1+ric)+Yla(1+gD}!(1+
Tic). On the other hand,
  (11) .fle(w)=u(cic)+PE[.Lt-i(wic+i)]

holds from the definition of .flic(w). Therefore,

differentiating the both, sides of (11) with res-

pect to w, we get
  (12) fla'(w)=PE[k-i'(wic+i)(1+rab1(1+zic)]

It follows that (10) and (12) yield '
  (13) .filr' (ev) =u' (ck)
And, once again, differentiating the both sides

of (13) with respect'to w, we obtain
  (14) .fle" (w) = u' (cic) ･aeic10w

Thus, defining the intertemporal absolute and
relative risk aversion functions from (13) and

(14) respectively, the proposition is immediately

derived. 9ED    Since it is proved from (10) that acklaw

is positive and less than unity, the next corol-

lary is easily derived from the proposition I:

Corollary I For any k;;)2,
                 RAic < RA
    where RA is the stationaty absolute risk
    aversion function defined by using the in-
    stantaneous utility function u(ck).

    Though the analysis in the next section
needs to make clear whether the intertemporal
absolute risk aversion function is increasing,

constant or decreasing, it is impossible to show

definitely which is more p]ausible without in-

troducing additional assumptions. We, however,

do not introduce any additional assumptions
until the final section. Therefore, we will end

this section with proposing the next lemma
which is used in proving our main propositions

in the next section.

Lemma I If RA"(w) is decreasing(constant or
    increasing) for all n, then

       .fla'f,"'-(fle")2>(=: or <)o

           for any k)1.
The proof of this lemma is omitted because it
is immediately obtained from the definition of
RAk(tv).
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  IV The Eflbcts of Changes in Uncertainties
of Income, Interest Rate and Rate of Inflation

on Optimal Consumption-Saving Decisions

    It is also one of the important purposes of

economics to canvass the effects of changes in

uncertainties of gt, rt and zt on the optimal
consumption et*. In this paper a change in un-

certainty of a random variable is measured by
the mean utility preserving change in its un-

certalnty. .    Let us define newly the expected utility
function as

  (15) fU(e, cr) dF (e, r)

where U( ) is a thrice.differentiable utility func-

tion which includes a random variable e and
a control'one a, and F(e, r) is a distribution

function of e where r stands for an index of
mean utility preserving change in uncertainty

of 0. Then, from the Theorem 2 in Diamond
and Stiglitz[6], the next lemma is easily derived :

Lemma II The control variable cr* (r) which
    maximizes the expected utility function
    fU(e,a) dF (e,r) is an increasing (a de-

    creasing)function of r in the case UhUhee-

    Uhe Ube> (<)Oii).

    The proof of this lemma is omitted because

it is similar to that of the Theorem 2 in Dia-

mond and Stiglitz except that they have used
( Ub U}tee- Uhe Ube) ! Ub inStead Of Ub Uhee- U}te Ul,e

because they have assumed Ub>O. It, however,
is clear that Ule>Q does not always hold in
general. Therefore, we have rewritten their
theorem as lemma II for more generalized ana-
lyses.

    Now we turn our attention to our main
purpose of analyzing the effects of changes in

uncertainties of tandom variables on optimal
consumption decisions. The followings are the
comparative statistics which examine the effect

of change in uncertainty of a random variable
on optimal consumption in the case when other

random variables are fixed at their expected
values respectively.

    As regards the effect of a change in uncer-

tainty of the growth rate of income gt on
optimal consumption in t period ct', the next

  11) Here Ub==OU(e,a)/Oe, U.e==02U(e,cr)/OeOcr,

 Ube==02U(e,a) /Oe2 and so on.
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 proposition hold:

 Proposition II If the intertemporal absolute
     risk aversion function is decreasing(increas-'

     ing), the optimal consumption in the pres-

     ent period decreases (increases) with a
     mean utility preserving increase in uncer-
     tainty of the growth rate of income g, and

      ,     vtce versa.
  (proof) Let us denote ct which maximizes the
 right hand side of (8) by ct'. Then, from its
 definition, .fh(wt) is given by

   (16) .f;,(wt)=u(et')+PE[.f;s-t

       . ({(wt-et')(1+rt)+Vi(1+gt)}/1+nt)]
     Since, in this case, that gt and ct' are only

 a random variable and a control variable
 respectively, gt and et' in (16) correspond to

 e and a* in (15), respectively. Therefore, re-
 garding the th-,O function in(16) as the U()
 function in (15), we can obtain UleUhee-UheUbe

 in this case as

    (17) U}tUhee-UlreUbe
          =:d (1+rt) Y}3{.fh-i'.fh-i'"- (.fh-t") 2}

     On the other hand, the lemmaIhas shown
 that a decreasing (increasing) intertemporal
 absolute risk aversion function is sufficient for

 .f;,-i'f;i.t'"-(.fh-i")2>(<)O. Thus, lemma l-

 II and (17) yield the proposition II.

                                ･ 9ED
     It is also easily shown from (16) that, if

 the intertemporal absolute risk aversion func-

 tion is decreasing(increasing), the optimal con-

 sumption in the present period-decreases (in-

 creases) with a mean preserving increase in
 uncertainty of growth rate of incomei2). Con-
 sequently, this and our proposition ･II imply
 that a change in uncertainty of growth rate of

 income gives a negative effect on the optimal
 consumption regardless of the difference of meas-

 ures with respect to its uncertainty. Moreover

 these propositions propose one of theoretical
  foundations of the Friedman's permanent in-

 come hypothesis in consumption decisions. '
     Next, we consider the effect of a mean
 utility preserving change in uncertainty of
 interest rate on the optimal consumption in
 the present period. In this case, since only the

 interest rate is a random variable, ct* and rt in

    12) Sandmo[20] and others have proved that
   the optirnal consumption decreases with a mean
   preserving increase in uncertainty of income (or

   its growth rate) under the assumption of decreasing

   intertemporal absolute risk aversion function.
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tively. Accordingly, in the same way as (17)
has derived, we get Ule Ul,ee- UlteUbe in this case

as
  ('18) UbU2reedULreUbe=='(wt-et')3(1+rt)
          {th-ltf;1-ltn-(.f;l-ltt)2}

Since - (wt-et')3(1+rt) is negative in general,

'the next proposition is proved in much the
same reasoning as the proposition II has ' been
established.

Proposition III A mean utility preserving in-

    crease in uncertainty with respect to the
    rate of interest decreases (increases) the

    optimal consumption in the present period

    if the consumer's intertemporal absolute
    risk aversion function is decreasing(increas-

 ' ing), and vice versa.

    As is well known the sign of the effect of

mean preserving change in uncertainty with
respect to interest rate is not definitely judged

in general without setting somewhat more strict

assumptions than existing ones on the risk aver-

sion functionsi3). On the other hand, the pro-

position III tells us that the sign of the effect

of a mean utility preserving change in uncer-
tainty of interest rate on optimal consumption

is judged definitely on only the feature that
if the consumer's intertemporal absolute risk
aversion function is decreasing(constant or in-

creasing) . The arguments that the intertemporal

absolute risk aversion function is decreasing un-

der some plausible assumptions are presented
in the next section.

    Finally, for the effect of a mean utility
preserving change in uncertainty of the rate of

inflation of consumer price on the optimal
consumption in the present period, the next
proposition holds:

Proposition IV A decreasing (increasing) inter-

    temporal absolute risk aversion functiQn
    is sufficient for the optimal consumption
    in the present period to increase(decrease)

    with a mean utility preserving increase in

    uncertainty of the rate of inflation of
    consumer price, and vice versa.

(proof) Note that et' and zt in (16) respec-
tively correspond to a" and 0 in (15). Then,
through a direct calculation we obtain
  (19) Ub U}ree- Ulre Ube
          == ((11++T;)tili63 {.f;I-1t.f;t-1ttt- ( f;I-1tt) 2}

  13) For example, see Hahn[10].

F

M zz Vol.33 No.3
where Z = {(zvt-ct*)(1+rt) + Vi (1+gt)}11+Tt>O･

    Lemma I and (19) yield
  (20) Ub U}tee- Ulte Ube> (<)O
if the consumer's intertemporal absolute risk
aversion function is increasing (decreasing).

Thus, from lemma II and (20), the assertion

follows. 9ED    As is clear from the definition, a change
in uncertainty of the rate of inflation 'of con-

sumer price also implies a change in uncertainty

of the real value of initial wealth in future
periods.'Therefore, it is expected intuitively

that any change in uncertainty with respect to

the rate of inflation of consumer price has a
significant effect on the optimal consumption

decisions. The effect, however, had not been
investigated appropriately until the proposition

IV has been presented.

    The proposition IV has two economic im-
plications. One is, in its literal sense, that

the optimal consumption is a decreasing (an
increasing) function of uncertainty with respect

to the rate of inflation of consumer price,
if the consumer has an increasing (a decreas-
ing) intertemporal absolute risk aversion func-

tion. And the other is sihown as followings in the

relation with the proposition III. That is, it is

clear from (18) and (19) that, while the defini-

tion of real interest rate as (rt-rtt) is not

appropriate in analyzing the absolute value of

effect of a mean utility preserving change in
uncertainty of the real rate of interest on
optimal consumption, the definition of real rate

of interest isn't inappropriate in investigating

the sign of the effect. As a result of this argu-

ment, we obtain the next proposition:

Proposition V If the consume!'s interternporal

    absolute risk aversion function is decreasing

    (increasing), a mean utility preserving in-

    crease in uncertainty of real rate of inter-

    est decreases (increases) the optimal con-

    sumptign in the present period, and vice

    versa.

  V Concluding Remarks

    In this paper we have analyzed the effects

of mean utility preserving changes in uncer-
tainties of growth rate of income, interest rate

and rate of inflation on the optimal consump-

tion decisions of the risk averse consumer
without setting any additional assumptions
with respect to his intertemporal absolute risk

aversion function. However, it is shown that

t
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                   +R..(a,2i :)

                        'Since the assumptions of decreasing stationary

absolute risk aversion function and decreasing

marginal propensity to consume mean 6RA/ac.
<O and 02c.!Ow2<O respectively, it is shown
easily, substituting these results into the right

hand side of (22), that t,he intertemporal abso-

lute risk aversion function is decreasing, i. e.

aRAn'ilaw<O. Consequently, if the assumptions

of decreasing stationary absolute risk aversion

function and decireasing marginal propensity to

consume are plausible ones as some economists
have argued, the propositions II-IV are rewritten
                                       ,more definitely as

Proposition VI The optimal consumption in the
    present period decreases with mean utility

    preserving increases in uncertainties with

    respect to the growth rate of income and
    the (real) rate of interest, and it increases

    with a mean utility preserving increase in

    uncertainty of the rate of inflation of con-

    sumer price, and vice versa.

    In the section I, we have already refered
to one of economic significant implications of

analyzing the effects of mean utility preserving

changes in uncertainties of random variables on

the optimal consumption decisions. The eco-
nomic implications of mean utility preserving
changgs in these uncertainties, however, have not

been made clear as much as those of mean pre-

serving changes in the uncertainties have been,

which is one of the reasons why, in analyzing
the effects of uncertainties on the optimal con-

sumption decisions, the analyt.ical attention

has been concentrated much more on mean
preserving changes in uncertainties than on mean

utility preserving changes in uncertainties. But

the significance of examining the effects of mean

 Jul. 1982 A Study on the Effects of Income,

the consumer's intertemporal absolute risk aver-

sion function is decreasing under the two
plausible assumptions of decreasing stationary

absolute risk aversion function and of decreas-

ing marginal propensity to consume.

    From the proposition I,
  (21) RA"" (w) = RA (e. (w)) ･ OenlOtv

holds between the intertemporal and stationary

absolute risk aversion functions, RA"+i(w) and

RA(c.). Thus, differentiating the both sides of

(21), we have

 '  (22) ORA""i(w) ORA(c.).(Oe.
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 utility preserving changes in uncertainties on

 the optimal consumption decisions will increase

 with the development of studies on them.

     There are many ways by which the model
 in this paper can be extended and generalized

 furthermore. One of them which seems most
 important to us is to treat the planning horizon

 of consumer as one of endogeneous variables,
 It is generally said that the planning horizon

 of an unmarrid young man is much shorter
 than that of a marrid middle-aged man with
 some childeren. If this statement is trtie, the

 usual assumption that the consumer's planning
 horizon are equal to his life-time can not insist

 on its plausibility any longer. Then, the con-

 sumer's planning horizon become quite different

 ones from the horizon of his life-time and are

 regarded as one of endogeneous variables which

 depend on his life-time remained, the initial
 wealth, the degree of risk aversion and so on.

                  (Yokohama City University)
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